
CPU active cooling Aigo CC94 RGB (heatsink + fan 90x90) blac Ref: 6926170086733
CPU active cooling Aigo CC94 RGB (heatsink + fan 90x90) black

Darkflash CC94 RGB active CPU cooler
Equip your CPU with a powerful cooling system to provide it with optimal working conditions. The high efficiency of the CC94 makes it the
perfect addition to any gamer's hardware configuration, while the RGB backlighting gives it a modern feel.
 
Performance first and foremost
Copper and aluminum have been used in the production of the device, which ensures excellent thermal conductivity. The fan speed of
around 1900 - 2200 RP further enhances this effect. Moreover, the use of 4 heat pipes that are in direct contact with the CPU guarantees
impressive efficiency.
 
Perfect for gaming
The most hardware-intensive games can squeeze the maximum potential out of a processor, and in such cases you need to make sure it
is  properly  protected.  The  device's  high  efficiency  makes  it  an  excellent  choice  for  gamers.  What's  more,  its  RGB  backlighting  will
highlight the modern, gaming style of your chosen configuration.
 
The important details
The CC94's clever design also supports convenient cleaning. You can detach the fan to allow you to quickly and easily get rid of dust and
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other debris - thus increasing the performance and lifespan of your hardware. Moreover, the generated noise level does not exceed 23.4
dBA, contributing to a comfortable session in front of the computer.
 
Kit includes:
Radiator
Fan
Thermal conductive paste
1 x fan mounting clip
Mounting screws
Intel & AMD installation kit
User Manual
Manufacturer
Darkflash
Model
CC94
Cooling type
Active
Number of fans
1
Speed
1900-2200 RPM
Maximum noise level
23.4 dBA
Airflow
45.2 CFM
Bearing type
Hydraulic Bearing
Backlight
RGB
Supply voltage
12 V
Number of heat pipes
4
Compatibility
Intel: LGA 775 / 1155 / 1156 / 1366 / 2011 (Core i3/i5/i7) AMD: AM4/FM2 / FM1 / AM3+ / AM3 / AM2+ / AM2
Fan size
90x90x25 mm
Dimensions
128x50x153 mm
Connector
3 Pin
Heatsink material
Copper + Aluminum
TDP
120 W
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Preço:

€ 17.99

Jogos, Cooling, Active cooling
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